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Previous research has shown that 2-year-old children are not able to use information from
television (the location of a toy in a

explanation for this result

is

room)

to solve a

problem (finding the

that 2-year-olds are sophisticated

enough

what they see on television does not

affect their

hypothesis). Another explanation

that difficulties with symbolic

failure (the

symbolic hypothesis).

of television

is

too

weak

location of the toy in the

is

toy).

One

to understand that

immediate surroundings

(the reality

media

led to their

A third explanation is that the visual perceptual quality

for the children to use to update their representations of the

room

(the perceptual hypothesis).

The

first

purpose of this

study was to replicate the finding that 2-year-olds are unable to find a toy in a room
they see the toy hidden on television, but are able to find

window

as a toy

significant.

the first trial

this study

is

it

if

if

they watch through a

hidden. This finding was replicated, although the result was not

was

also found that 2-year-olds performed significantly above chance on

when

they watched the hiding event on television. The second purpose of

It

was

to determine

whether the

reality hypothesis

was supported when

visual

symbolic and visual perceptual issues were accounted

for.

listened to an experimenter, either live or on
television,

tell

Two-year-old children

them where

to find a toy in a

room. This eliminated any potential visual symbolic or
perceptual problems. Two-yearolds did significantly better

than they did

when

when

the live experimenter told

them where

to find the toy

they heard the experimenter on television, supporting the reality

hypothesis. However,

first trial effects

indicate that the reality hypothesis cannot

completely account for children’s failure to use televised information to find a toy

room.

in a

A new explanation for these results is put forth that is based on the idea that 2-

year-olds can and will use information presented on television to solve a problem as long
as that information does not conflict with information that they received in “reality”.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION
In 1999, the

limit the television

American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP) recommended

that parents

viewing of children under the age of 2 to educational programming

(American Academy of Pediatrics Committee on Public Education, 1999). This

recommendation came

in response to the creation of

age group, such as Teletubbies. However, the

AAP

shows targeted

acknowledges

specifically for this

that there is very

little

information available concerning the impact of television on infants and toddlers. This
study addresses the issue by focusing on the understanding of television by 2-year-old
children.

Previous Research
Television and Reality

Previous studies of television comprehension by

focused on

how they

this

age group have primarily

perceive the relationship between television and

reality.

Jaglom and

Gardner (1981) and Jaglom, Wilder, and Fagre (1979) report a longitudinal study

which they interviewed three children about
beginning

when

television twice a

the children were 2-years-old.

As

month

in

for 3 years,

part of their interviews, they asked the

children questions to ascertain their ideas of how television and reality interacted. They
classified the children’s responses into categories including over-generalizations (where

the responses indicated that there

was no boundary between

television and reality) and

over-differentiations (where the responses indicated that there

boundary between television and

made by

reality).

a 2-year-old child in their study

An example
when

was an impenetrable

of an over-generalization was

she wanted to get a paper towel to clean

up an egg

that spilled

on

television.

An example of an

over-differentiation

an older 4-year-old child when he claimed that
he could never be on
he saw himself on television. They found

that the majority

were made when the children were between
generalizations were

made when

2-

was made by

television,

even

after

of the over-generalizations

and 3-years-old. Very few of the over-

the children were older.

By

this time, the children

understood that they were not able to influence events on television
and that there was a

boundary between television and
differentiations until they

real life.

Children did not

make any

were over 4.5-years-old. This indicated

over-

that at the age of 4,

children began to use the rule of “nothing on television

is real”,

although they would

sometimes admit

reality.

From

to similarities

between television and

that 2-year-olds misunderstand the relationship

this study,

between television and

it

reality as

seems

an

overlapping one.

Nikken and Peters (1988) extended

this finding to older children.

They

interviewed 4- to 9-year-olds about Sesame Street plots and characters. They asked them
things such as “If you knock on the television, can Pio and

Tommie

[characters] hear

you?” They ran a factor analysis and found three dimensions of reality. The
dimension was “ Sesame Street

The second was

really exists”.

can see and hear you”. The third was “characters on television
set”.

Nikken and Peters found

were

to believe these three ideas.

Flavell, Flavell, Green,

that the

3-

“characters on television

live inside the television

younger the children were, the more

likely they

and Korfmacher (1990) experimentally examined what

young children understood about

showed

first

the relationship between reality and television.

and 4-year-olds video images and asked questions about the physical

2

They
attributes

and affordances of the images. For example,
they showed the children a televised
image
of a bowl of popcorn and asked them, “Is

bowl of popcorn?” They

would the popcorn

fall

also asked

this really a

them questions such

The answers

gave indicated that they interpreted the images as
In a similar study,

I

turned the

TV

over,

my hand down in here

3- and 4-year-old children questions

believe that images on television resided inside the

young

set,

pick up a

I

he found that the majority of the

15% of the

Although Nikken and Peters (1988) concluded

inside the set. Rather, the children

For example, the children were

sticker).

et al. (1990),

4-year-olds (65%) answered correctly. Only

that the

younger 3-year-olds

(placing hand on top of TV), could

cup and take a sticker out?” Like Flavell

They hypothesized

that the

solid, physically present objects.

Suddendorf (1999) asked

about an object on television (a cup covering a

opposite.

as, “If

out?” The older 3 -year-olds and the 4-year-olds
understood that

the television images were just representations.

asked “If I stuck

bowl of popcorn or a picture of a

3-year-olds did so.

that

young children were

Flavell et

al.

(1990) concluded the

3 -year-olds did not think the

were so focused on the

likely to

images resided

referent object that they

were

unable to separate the object from the medium. Thus, they answered questions such as
“If I turned the

in this

TV

over,

way because

would

the popcorn fall out” in the affirmative.

they were focusing on what would happen

if

They answered

a real bowl of popcorn

turned over. They were not focusing on what would happen to the image

television

was turned

Flavell et

in

al.

if

over.

4(1990) hypothesized a developmental progression from age 2- to

what children believe about the nature of television. They hypothesized

younger than

the actual

3 believe that everything they see

3

on television

is real

that children

and contained inside

the

set.

According to Flavell

et al„ 3-year-olds

have learned that televised images have

different properties than the real objects that
they represent.
realize that televised

images are representations, and are able

between the images and what they

One

potential

to

make

distinctions

represent.

problem with these studies

Since older children have better language

may

At 4 years of age, children

is

that they

skills, their

depend heavily on language.

success relative to younger children

indicate a better understanding of the question instead of a better understanding
of

television.

A way to overcome this issue is to employ a method where there is no need

for the child to

produce language.

One such method
and measuring

how the

involves presenting an event on television that changes

reality,

child responds to this change. Povinelli, Landau, and Perilloux

(1996) had 2- to 4-year-old children play a game during which an experimenter
surreptitiously placed a sticker

watched a video

removed the
sticker, but

that

showed

sticker after

on

the child’s head. Three minutes later, the child

this event.

none of the 2-year-olds

likely to

remove

did, indicating that the 2-year-olds

to their

the sticker than

televised information to themselves

who

own bodies. The

that

likely to

forth

do

it

as

The

by Zelazo, Sommerville, and

child watched

on video

experimenter placed a sticker on the child. They found that 3-year-olds were
than 4-year-olds to remove a sticker from themselves

4

to

young children have trouble connecting

was brought

studied 3- and 4-year-olds.

were unable

3-year-olds (25%) were

were the 2-year-olds, but not as

were the 4-year-olds. Converging evidence

Nichols (1999),

the child

watching the video. Most of the 4-year-olds (75%) removed the

connect the information from video

more

They measured whether or not

(44%

vs.

as an

less likely

89%). These studies

confirm that 2- and 3-year-olds have an
imprecise understanding of video. Studies
rely

on verbal measures

indicate that 2-year-olds think

These sticker-removal studies show
to

them on video

sticker studies

adept

is

to

what happens

that they are

to

what happens on

television

that 2-year-olds are unable to connect

them

in reality.

One

that

is real.

what happens

difficulty with interpreting the

confounded with self-recognition. Older children are more

at self-recognition tasks.

The younger children may have had

trouble connecting

the video information to themselves because they were not able
to recognize the video

image as an image of themselves. Indeed, many of the younger children
et al.

in the Povinelli

(1996) study used the third person to refer to their images on television.

Imitation from Television

Because of the self-recognition confound
verbal

method

is

needed

in the previous studies, a different non-

to assess 2-year-olds’ understanding

of television. Thus,

researchers have studied the imitation of behavior from television. Classic studies of

older children’s imitation from television have focused on whether they will imitate

aggressive behaviors seen on television (Bandura, Ross,

have shown

that preschool children (aged 3 to 6) will imitate as

television as they will

extract the

& Ross,

from a

live presentation.

same amount of information from

1963). These studies

many

responses from

Thus, preschoolers seem to be able to

television as they can

from a

live

presentation, at least with respect to imitation.

To determine

if

younger children are able

to extract information

from

television,

researchers have studied infants’ imitation from television. These studies usually consist

of presenting an infant with an action on television and measuring the extent

to

which

they can imitate that action. Meltzoff (1988) presented 14- and 24-month-old infants

5

with a televised presentation of an adult
performing a novel behavior with a novel

toy.

This behavior consisted of pulling apart the
ends of a dumbbell-shaped object. He

measured the

infants’ imitation

presentation.

He

that

90% of the 24-month-olds

and

65% of the

infants after a

14-month-olds

to imitate the behavior immediately following the televised
presentation. Forty

percent of the
after a

measured the imitation of a group of 14-month-old

He found

24-hour delay.

were able

also

of the behavior immediately following the televised

1

4-month-olds

in the delay condition

were able

24-hour delay. This imitation from television occurred

to imitate the behavior

at similar levels as

imitation from live models in previous studies (Meltzoff, 1985). These studies support

the idea that infants are able to acquire information from television and use
their behavior.

However, other imitation

to simple actions (Barr

& Hayne,

it

to

studies have indicated that this result

1999; McCall, Parke,

& Kavanaugh,

modify

is

limited

1977).

Barr and Hayne (1999) have directly compared infant imitation from television to
infant imitation

from a

live

model. They presented infants aged

12, 15,

and 18 months

with a more complex novel action to imitate. They had the children watch, either

on

television, as

then put

it

an experimenter took a mitten off a puppet, shook

it

(to ring

a bell), and

back on the puppet. Age matched control groups were not exposed

action to be imitated, and

were tested

after a

showed

negligible levels of the desired behavior.

live or

to the

The

infants

24-hour delay. Only the 18-month-olds imitated the action from

television at a higher level than did their age-matched control group. At

all

ages, infants

imitated the action from the live model at a higher level than their age-matched control

group. Even the

1

8-month-olds imitated

the video presentation.

To determine

at

a higher level from the live model than from

if this result

6

was because of a memory

failure

of the

younger children, they also tested 12- and
15-month-olds on the same action without a
delay.

not

that

They again found

when

that the children imitated

when

presented with a live model, but

presented with a televised model. The discrepancy
between these results and

of Meltzoff may be because of the complexity of the

task.

When

Barr and Hayne

presented 15-month-old infants with a simpler task (put a block in ajar,
put a stick on the
jar,

and shake the jar), either

live or

on

television, they

found no difference

following the two types of presentations. Thus, the complexity of the task

in imitation

is

important in

determining whether a child will imitate an action presented on television. These results

show

that children

under the age of two are not able to consistently use information

presented on television to guide their behavior.

Using Televised Information

Imitation research does

ability to take information

Solve Problems

to

show

that very

from television and apply

remains as to whether young children are able

it

to solve a

problem

that cannot

Hodapp (1977)

young children (even
it

to their

own

to take information

infants)

lives.

have the

The question

from television and use

be solved by imitation.

studied problem solving from television with older children.

had 5.5- to 6.5-year-olds watch a televised segment

He

that demonstrated a solution to a

problem. After the television presentation, children were to solve one of two problems.

Half of the children were asked

to solve the

problem they had seen on

television.

The

other half of the children were asked to solve a transfer problem using the same strategy

demonstrated

in the televised

identical problem, but they

that children

segment.

He found

were not able

that the children

to solve the transfer

were able

problem.

to solve the

He concluded

were
of this age could learn problem-solving strategies from television, but

7

not able to apply them to different problems.
However, he did not employ a crucial
control group

much

- children who

learned the strategy in real

trouble transferring knowledge to a

new

situation.

life.

They may have had just as

The question remains

whether the children had trouble transferring knowledge because

knowledge was gleaned from

as to

their original

television or because children of this age have difficulty

with transfer in general.

Kerkman, Pinon, Wright, and Huston (1996) were

also interested in problem

solving with television. Instead of demonstrating a problem-solving strategy on
television, they asked children to solve

problems presented on

and 7-year-olds solve balance scale problems, some presented
television.

They measured

television.

live

They had

and some presented on

the complexity of the rules the children used to solve the

problems. They found that children used more advanced rules on the

live

on the televised problem only

If they

problem

first,

there

was no

if

they

saw

the televised problem

to use televised information in the

if the live

information was presented

effort.

amount of mental

Children

first.

who saw

only took the problem seriously

et al.

saw

the live

when

same way

Kerkman

that they

used the

live information

et al. interpreted these results in

the live presentation

first

used the same

Those who saw the televised presentation

effort for both tasks.

(1977) and Kerkman

first.

problem than

difference in the complexity of the rules used. Thus, children

were able

terms of mental

5-

presented with the live problem. The

first

Hodapp

(1996) studies show that 5- to 7-year-olds have the

ability to

use televised information to perform complex problem solving tasks, although they only

use this ability in certain circumstances.

8

None of the

previous studies determined whether
2-year-olds are able to take

information from television and use
imitation. Studies that

DeLoache.
scale

do examine

In her studies

in the real

to solve a

problem

this issue use a search

task of the child

is

to find

would have

retrieval".

in the

is

hidden

an analogous toy hidden

Snoopy on

Children consistently succeed

(DeLoache, 1989). The reason for
failure, since

paradigm developed by Judy

to find a big stuffed

actual chair in the actual room. If the child found

memory

more than

in a

in the

room. For example, she would hide a small stuffed Snoopy
behind

the chair in the model, and the child

an “errorless

that requires

of representation, she has children watch as a toy

model of a room. The

same place

it

failure

the

first try, it

at this task

by the younger children

even 2-year-olds are able

Snoopy behind

the

was scored

as

around the age of 3
is

not because of

to find the toy in the original hiding place

model.
Different manipulations slightly change the age of success. For example,

minimizing instructions

room tended
the

model

children

that

to decrease the

less salient

emphasized the correspondence between the model and

performance of the 3-year-olds (DeLoache, 1989). Making

by putting

more successful

the

it

inside a glass display case tended to

at this task

DeLoache has hypothesized

(DeLoache, 1995).
that the reason for the failure of younger children to

succeed on the search task based on a scale model
representation. Dual representation

make younger

is

is

because they have trouble with dual

the ability to think about an object (the model) as a

concrete entity in itself as well as a representation of something else (the room).

Decreasing the salience of the model as an object increases performance because
lessens the

demand

for dual representation. Increasing the salience of the

9

it

model as an

object (by letting the children play with

Numerous

studies have

shown

that

it)

decreases performance (DeLoache,
2000).

younger children succeed

pictures. In a typical experiment, the
experimenter will

room, and point

to the location

at finding the toy.

It is

of the

toy.

show

at the

search task with

the child a photograph of a

In this case, 2.5-year-olds are able to
succeed

hypothesized that younger children can succeed with pictures

because the primary purpose of pictures are to be representations,
so they are
as objects, and the

DeLoache

demand

& Bums,

for dual representation

1994; DeLoache

& Marzolf,

Troseth and DeLoache (1998) used

is

lessened (DeLoache, 1991;

1992;

this type

less salient

Dow &

Pick, 1992).

of search task to

test

whether

children could use information presented on television to find a toy. In Study
2-

and 2.5-year-olds watch a

“‘live” televised presentation, via

that 2.5-year-olds

retrievals,

which

is

succeeded on

similar to the

this task

They

toy.

with a proportion of .79 errorless

amount of success they found

However, 2-year-olds had a proportion of only

they had

closed circuit television, of

an experimenter hiding a toy in a room. The task of the child was to find the

found

1,

in the picture task.

.44 errorless retrievals.

Although

this

was

a higher level of performance than 2-year-olds generally show on picture or model tasks,

it is still

well below what DeLoache would term “success” on the task. They did another

experiment where 2-year-olds looked through a window

They found

that all eight children

found the toy on

to see

all trials.

where the toy was hidden.

Comparing across

studies,

Troseth and DeLoache concluded that 2-year-olds were substantially worse using
television as a source of information as to the location of a hidden toy than they were at

using information from looking at the same scene through a window.
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Schmitt and Anderson (in press) did a similar
study with
children. Unlike Troseth and

the

window

2-, 2.5-,

and 3-year-old

DeLoache (1998), they did an experimental

study, pitting

condition against the television condition. There were
slight differences in

procedure, such as using pre-taped videos of the hiding event
instead of closed circuit
“live” stimuli for the television condition.

Despite the minor differences in procedure, Schmitt and Anderson
replicated the findings of Troseth and

window

DeLoache

(in press)

(1998). Two-year-olds succeeded in the

condition (.85 errorless retrievals), but performed poorly in the television

condition (.23 errorless retrievals). There was also a significant difference for the 2.5year-olds.

Although they were able

retrievals), they

was no

had trouble

window

condition (.96 errorless

in the television condition (.56 errorless retrievals).

significant difference

errorless retrievals in the

to find the toy in the

between the two conditions

window

There

for the 3-year-olds (.90

condition vs. .81 in the television condition). Povinelli,

Landry, Theall, Clark, and Castle (1999) also showed that 3-year-olds are able to use
information from television to learn about the location of a toy. They had children watch
a video of an experimenter hiding a toy in one of 2 boxes, and found that every 3-year-

old in their study

was

able to retrieve the toy on the

first try.

For the younger children, both Schmitt and Anderson

DeLoache (1998) found decreased performance

window

(in press)

and Troseth and

in the television condition relative to the

condition for 2-year-olds. Both studies also found that 2.5-year-olds performed

better than 2-year-olds in the television condition.

not test 2.5-year-olds on the
results for the 2-year-olds,

window

However, Troseth and DeLoache did

condition, presumably because they got perfect

and assumed that 2.5-year-olds would do just as well.

ll

It is

unclear as to whether Troseth and DeLoache’s
2.5-year-olds’ score of .79 errorless
retrievals

condition.

would have been

The

significantly different from their score

of both studies indicate

results

that 2-year-olds

information from television (the location of the toy) and
using

on the window

have
it

difficulty taking

to solve a

problem

(retrieving the toy).

Schmitt and Anderson

measured the amount of time

(in press) also

it

took the

children to find the toy given an errorless retrieval. Recall that there was
no significant
difference in the proportion of errorless retrievals for the 3-year-olds. There
was,

however, a difference

in search time.

It

took significantly longer to find the toy

television condition (6.41 seconds) than

They concluded

that although there

the television condition

was

still

it

was no

window

condition (2.67 seconds).

difference in retrievals for the two conditions,

harder for the 3-year-olds. The result of longer search

times in the television condition held for

Schmitt and Anderson

did in the

in the

all

three age groups.

(in press) also

analyzed the data with respect to

number. They found that 2-year-olds performed above chance on the
television condition, but not different from chance

on

all

subsequent

trial

first trial

trials.

of the

There was no

similar decrease in the accuracy of retrievals for the older children or for any children in

the

window

condition.

Schmitt and Anderson

(in press)

conducted a second study with 2-year-olds.

Instead of requiring the children to find the toy, the task

toy.

They again found

that children did better in the

was

window

to imitate

placement of the

condition than they did in

higher
the television condition. However, the children in the television condition had a
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proportion of errorless

trials (.42 errorless

placements) than did the children

in the

television condition in the retrieval study
(.23 errorless retrievals).

Agayoff, Sheffield, and Hudson (1999) also had
2-year-olds imitate an action.
Instead of imitating placement, they had the children
imitate a retrieval action. They had

children watch on video or through a
task

was

to

go find the object

in the

window

same

DeLoache (1998) conditions of watching

as an experimenter found an object.

place.

They

also

The

had the original Troseth and

the experimenter hide the toy either on video or

through a window. They replicated the Troseth and DeLoache
(1998) and Schmitt and

Anderson

(in press) results in that 2-year-olds

were more successful

in the

window

condition (about .85 errorless retrievals) than they were in the television condition
(.33
errorless retrievals).

However,

their

performance

in the “imitate retrieval” conditions

were markedly lower. There was a proportion of .50

errorless retrievals in the

condition, and .23 errorless retrievals in the video condition.

result could be

window

They hypothesized

that this

because the children were reasoning that the experimenter already found

the toy, so the task to go find

it

again seemed

silly

and useless (although there was no

evidence that this was the case). They modified the task so that there was more than one
item to be found in the hiding place. For example, there were
a plant. They

first

many combs hidden behind

had children imitate finding, and then they had children do the

standard retrieval task. They only reported the results for six subjects, but there was a

proportion of .67 errorless retrievals on both types of tasks. The trend
the task to an imitation task increased performance.

there

was good performance on

It

changing

also allowed for transfer so that

the standard video task.
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is that

However, performance was not

compared

to a

window

condition.

Thus

far,

the research indicates that
2-year-olds have

trouble using video as a basis to guide their
behavior.

Troseth and DeLoache (1998) and Schmitt and
Anderson
different interpretations of these results.
Troseth and
that

young children have.

First,

(in press)

provide

DeLoache invoke two problems

2-year-olds are not good at using symbols to guide
their

behavior to retrieve an object. This has been found repeatedly
in their studies on scale

models and

pictures.

better able to use

retrieve toys.

young
their

With

symbols as representations

The second problem

as 2 realize that

own

life.

age, children develop a symbolic sensitivity, and

is that,

what they see on

Troseth and DeLoache

in order to

guide their

from experience with

television has

little

state that parents

to

own

become

behavior to

television, children as

do with what happens

of 2-year-olds constantly

in

tell

the

children that things on television such as monsters are not real. Because they have this

knowledge, they do not use information provided on television

happening in the next room. Troseth and DeLoache believe

even stronger belief that nothing they see on television

to reason about a situation

that older children

is real,

have an

but their symbolic ability

allows them to overcome this belief and succeed on the task.

According

to Troseth

and DeLoache, children succeed on imitation tasks because

imitation does not require reasoning about a current and changing reality. In the retrieval

task, the child has to

room and use

form a mental representation about the location of an object

this representation to find the toy.

Troseth and DeLoache contend that

the imitation task, the child does not have to understand that there

between what they see on the video and what

is

in a

is

in

a connection

happening in another

location. Children

succeeded in the window condition because they directly witnessed the hiding event, so
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they did not need to invoke their knowledge
of symbols. Also, the information was
not

presented on television, so the children believed
that what they witnessed actually

happened

in the next

room.

Schmitt and Anderson

(in press) interpret the results in a different

that for 2-year-olds in the television condition,
Trial

performance on

all

subsequent

analyses of individual

trials.

trials.

how a 2-year-old

Schmitt and Anderson contend that Troseth and DeLoache’s
trial effects.

child could succeed

condition, but not on subsequent

that 2-year-olds

performance was better than

Troseth and DeLoache (1998) did not provide

interpretation can not account for these

explaining

1

Schmitt and Anderson focused on

on the

first trial

The explanation

trials.

do better with video when the task complexity

representation of the hiding event and use

it

to infer

image conveyed by television

decreased.

must form a mental

where the toy

is

window

is

located. Schmitt

and

position of an object

condition. Further, the video

degraded compared to the image seen through the

window. For example, a video image lacks motion

when viewed from

and the images on television are not

parallax (the apparent change of

different angles), the

life-sized.

representation formed from television

is

viewing of the event. Since the task

image

is

two-dimensional,

Because of this degradation, the mental

weaker than the representation formed from a
itself is

hard enough with a rich representation

(from the window), degrading the representation (by showing
results

is

(in press) hypothesize that this is a hard task in itself for 2-year-olds because

the children in their study were not perfect in the

live

of the television

also took into account the fact

In order to succeed at finding the toy, the 2-year-old

Anderson

manner. Recall

it

on performance. Although the weak representation from
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on television) has

drastic

television allows the

child to succeed

on the

first trial,

the rich information provided by finding
an actual toy in

an actual room overrides the information
provided by the television for

On

trials.

Trial 2, 2-year-olds are

toy in Trial

1

is

likely to use the rich information

They do not use

to find the toy.

television to find the toy.

more

the

The information provided by

common error children made were

used (Troseth
(Schmitt

& DeLoache,

& Anderson, in press).

According

from finding the

when

the

the television on subsequent trials

perseverative errors both

1998) as well as

subsequent

weak information provided by

not strong enough to update the representation of where
the toy

most

all

different toys

is

located. Indeed, the

when

same toy was

the

were used on each

trial

and Anderson, the children

to Schmitt

succeeded in the window condition because the richer visual information obtained by
directly

viewing the room produced a stronger representation

by actual experience

Even
if they

in the

room during previous

that

was not overwhelmed

trials.

older children have trouble updating their representation of a toy’s location

witness an unmediated hiding event before they witness a conflicting televised

event. Zelazo, Sommerville, and Nichols (1999) had 3- and 4-year-olds watch an

experimenter hide a toy in a room. After the child
location of the toy.

The

child learned about the

left

new

the room, they changed the

location by watching the hiding

event on television. They found that the 4-year-olds typically searched in the correct

location.

However, the 3-year-olds usually searched

both Schmitt and Anderson

were able

to find a toy

(in press)

when

and Povinelli,

in the original location. Recall that

et al.

(1999) found that 3-year-olds

they watched the hiding event on television.

By having

3-year-olds witness a live hiding event before the televised hiding event, Zelazo
the
(1999) were able to disrupt the representation of the correct location of
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the

et al.

toy. In

terms

of the theory of Schmitt and Anderson

(in press), the representation

of the

live hiding

event was too strong to be overcome by the
weak representation of the hiding event

later

witnessed on television. This was true even though
the televised hiding event happened

more

recently than the original unmediated event. Zelazo
et al.(1999) have

even 3-year-olds can have trouble using television

To

test

to update their

shown

that

mental representation.

whether television’s perceptually weaker visual image would

affect

performance on their task, Troseth and DeLoache (1998) had children watch
on
television as they hid a toy in a room.

they were looking through a

window

However, they “tricked” the children
(by putting the television behind the

the children could not see the television cabinet).

performance in

this condition than they

They did not

into thinking

window

so that

find significantly better

found in the standard television condition. They

did find a bimodal distribution in that 10 of the 16 children had either 3 or 4 errorless
retrievals (out

of 4), and the other 6 had 0 or

errorless retrieval. Thus, as

1

opposed

standard television condition, they claim children in this condition either “got
not get

it.

They hypothesize

that the children

who

“got

it”

it”

to the

or did

believed that they were

looking through a window, while those that did not get

it

watching television. They conclude

poor performance in the standard

that the reason for

believed that they were

condition could not be because of perceptual issues. However,

children

who

succeeded in

window. Regardless of the
from television may

this condition truly believed they

it is

not clear whether the

were looking through a

true explanation of this result, the

weaker perceptual image

affect performance.

Thus, 2-year-olds

may

fail to

an object because they are unable

use information presented on television to retrieve

to understand that information provided
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on

television

is

at all related to

1998).

on

They may

television

may

something

fail

is

fail

on

that is

happening

this task

in the

next

a representation of something else (Troseth

the toy based on perceptually

their

& DeLoache,

1998).

image

They

& Anderson, in press).

to find out if 2-year-olds fail

because they are unable to effectively use television
reality, controlling for possible

that the

mental representation of where to find

weaker information (Schmitt

The aim of this study was

& DeLoache,

because they are unable to understand

because they are unable to update

changing

room (Troseth

on these types of tasks

to reason about a current

and

problems with visual symbolic or visual

perceptual issues. Children were asked to perform retrieval tasks similar to Schmitt and

Anderson

(in press)

and Troseth and DeLoache (1998). However, instead of watching

the experimenter hide the toy, the children were verbally told, via television or a live

experimenter, the location of the toy. In

an experimenter hides a
location.

By

no verbal information about the toy’s

presenting the information verbally, visual symbolic and visual perceptual
If problems

with television as a visual symbol are driving the

of 2-year-olds to use television to get information about object

children

would be able

to

relate television to their

fail

other studies of this issue, children watch as

toy, but they receive

problems are eliminated.
failure

all

succeed

own

at the televised

reality

on a verbal task presented on

verbal labeling task. If an inability to

were the reason

television, but not

for the failure, the children

when

their eyes

when

would

presented by a live

experimenter. The fundamental question posed by this research was,

do not believe

location, then

if young children

learning about the location of an object from television,

will they believe their ears?
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It

has been demonstrated that 2-year-olds can
find a toy when a

televised) experimenter tells

them where

employed a verbal control condition
directions.

An

it

is

located.

room

to

DeLoache and Bums (1994)

to ensure that 2-year-olds in their study could
follow

experimenter hid a toy

in a

room and simply

the toy. For example, the experimenter hid a stuffed

the

where the child was waiting, and

said, “I put

Can you

were able to succeed

at this task (.82 errorless retrievals).

verbal information

Snoopy

him? Remember, he’s

was relevant enough

told the child

Snoopy dog

hiding in the basket.

find

live (not

where

in a basket,

came out of

in the basket.

in the basket.”

to find

He’s

Two-year-olds

They concluded

that the

for the children to update their representation of

the location ot the toy in the room. Thus, 2-year-olds can succeed at a retrieval task

when

the information

is

communicated via verbal

The question addressed by

this study

labeling.

was whether verbal information provided by

a person on television would also lead 2-year-olds to succeed on this retrieval task. For

comparison information, the original television and window conditions of Troseth and

DeLoache (1998) and Schmitt and Anderson

(in press)

were also

replicated. Thus, there

were four possible ways the children could leam about the location of the toy - watching

on

television,

watching through a window, being told by a “live” experimenter, or being

told by an experimenter

on

television.
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CHAPTER 2

METHOD
Design

The purpose of this study was

to determine

whether 2-year-olds are able

to use

information presented on television to learn about their
immediate surroundings.

One

group of 2-year-olds, the Visual Television group, watched
on television as an
experimenter hid a toy in the next room. The Visual Live group
watched through a

window

as an experimenter hid a toy.

experimenter on television

where

to find the toy

children

was simply

by a

tell

where

The Verbal Television group watched an

live (i.e. not

to find the toy.

on

television) experimenter.

There were four

design of the study was a Presentation
Verbal)

The Verbal Live group was

to find the toy.

trials for

Live or Televised)

(2:

The

told

task of all

each child. The overall

X Mode (2:

Visual or

X Sex (2) between subject design.
Participants

The

participants

were recruited from

state birth records.

explaining the study (see Appendix A), and then

later

Parents were sent a letter

contacted by phone. Participants

included 64 two-year-old children within one month of their second birthday (mean 23.88

months; range 22.93 to 25.27 months, 32

girls

and 32 boys). In addition, 15 children

were tested but dropped from the study because of failure

to

complete the four

trials (1

children), experimental error (3 children), or equipment malfunction (1 child).

child

and 8

was randomly assigned
girls) in

to

one of the four groups. There were 16 children

each group.
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Each
(8

boys

Setting and Apparatus

The children were
which contains

three

tested at the Child Study Center in
Springfield, Massachusetts,

rooms and a waiting

area.

rooms. There was a carpeted “hiding” room

were used as hiding places - a

Figure

1

shows

that included

chair, a table, a pillow,

the setup of the three

4 pieces of furniture which

and a box. This

the test trials occurred. Another room, adjacent to the
hiding room,

“information” room.

When the

the

room where

was used

as the

children were in this room, they received the information

about the location of the toy (a stuffed Snoopy dog, 22 cm).

rooms. For three of the conditions,

this

A window separated the two

window was covered with

prevent the child from looking into the hiding room.

was an opening

is

the size of the television screen (22

black poster board to

In the Visual Live condition, there

cm

x 29 cm)

to allow the children to

look into the hiding room.
In the

two

television conditions, there

was

a television monitor (22

cm x

29 cm)

located in the information room. In the Visual Television condition, the monitor

was

connected to the videocamera in the hiding room. In the Verbal Television condition, the

monitor was connected to a videocamera

in a

room

across the hall from the hiding room.

This third room was only used in the Verbal Television condition. In both of the
television conditions, the

image of the experimenter who hid the toy was displayed

“live”, via closed-circuit video,

on the monitor

in the information

room.

For coding purposes, a stationary video camera was located

room, pointed toward the hiding room, and used
test trials.
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in the information

to record the children’s behavior

on the

Procedure

There were three phases
testing.

to the experimental session

warm-up,

During the warm-up, an assistant interacted with the child

the child with the setting. During this time, the
parent,

-

who

training,

and

in order to familiarize

main experimenter

interacted with the

read and signed the informed consent form (see Appendix B) and
the

television-viewing questionnaire (see Appendix C).

During the training phase, the child and parent were taken
and introduced

to

Snoopy. The main experimenter

Snoopy’s room. This
and

this is

“Snoopy

is

Snoopy’s

Snoopy’s box.” Then

likes to hide in his

would put Snoopy

in his

chair, this is

that this type

“This

Snoopy’s

room

Snoopy, and you are

in

Snoopy’s pillow,

and the main experimenter

said,

room. Sometimes, he hides in his box.” The experimenter

box, and say,

“Now you can get

Snoopy.” This was repeated

retrieval training

of training reduced perseverative errors

Although DeLoache and

is

table, this is

retrieval training began,

each piece of furniture. The reason for the

shown

said,

into the hiding

Bums

they were told where to find

it,

was

that pilot

in the

for

work had

Verbal Live condition.

(1994) found that 2-year-olds could easily retrieve a toy
pilot

work

for this study

showed

that this

if

was not always

the case. For this study, 2-year-olds needed retrieval training before they could easily

retrieve a toy if told

where

to find

it.

After the retrieval training was finished, the

placement training began. The main experimenter

on

his chair.

furniture.

Help Snoopy

sit

on

his chair.” This

The purpose of placement

training

was

said,

“Right now, Snoopy wants to

was repeated
to

make

for

each piece of

sure that the child

knew the

the assistant
verbal labels for each piece of furniture. For the entire training session,
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sit

recorded the child’s performance.
training, the session ceased

If the child refused to

and the

test trials

cooperate

in

both parts of the

began.

In addition to the placement and retrieval training
described above, the children in

the Visual Television condition experienced correspondence
training.
this training session

was

to

emphasize the correspondence between what would happen

on the television monitor and what would happen
training also

emphasized the

training procedure of Troseth

live

Snoopy’s room

is

in the

room. This correspondence

aspect of the display. Following the correspondence

and DeLoache (1998), the television monitor was

room during correspondence

hiding

The experimenter

training.

on TV. You can see everything

Look - there’s Snoopy on TV. There’s Snoopy’s

that

happens

chair

child

recorded

was then asked

how

to point to

in

Snoopy’s room on TV.

into the information

place

first

is first

for 2

for the

was balanced, with

boys and 2

girls

trials

trials.

from each condition. This ensured

was randomly

remaining six possible orders. Before the

The order of

the constraint that each of the possible hiding

same number of children

places for the last three

The experimenter

room.

After completing the training, the children began the four test

was

on

each piece of furniture on TV. The assistant

and the assistant then rolled the television

places

table

Point to Snoopy on TV.”

the child performed during the correspondence training.

the four hiding places

in the

said to the child, “Look,

on TV, and Snoopy’s

TV, and Snoopy’s pillow on TV, and Snoopy’s box on TV.
The

The purpose of

in all conditions.

that

each hiding

The order of the hiding

selected without replacement from the

test trials, the child

was taken

information room. The next instruction depended on the condition, and

below.
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into the

is

described

Visual Television Condition
In this condition, the experimenter said, “I’m
going to hide

and you’re going
I’ll

to

watch

me on TV.

Then,

I’ll

come

get

you so you can

be right back.” While the main experimenter hid Snoopy, the

room with

the information

the child and parent.

The

putting Snoopy.

Look where Snoopy’s

hiding.”

place. After the

main experimenter hid

the toy, she

room and
room

said,

to find

“OK,

let’s

Snoopy. For

The

Snoopy

assistant said,

remained

assistant did not label the hiding

opened the door

to the information

to the hiding

and

said, “I think

Snoopy

is

in

one of those

places.” If the child refused to initiate a search, the experimenter eventually

where

in

conditions, if the child did not initiate searching, the

assistant pointed to the area of the furniture

child

Snoopy!

“Look where Alisha’s

go find Snoopy.” The child was then brought
all

find

assistant

room,

in his

showed

the

to find the toy. If the child did initiate searching, but stopped after failing to

find the toy, the assistant pointed to the items of furniture that the child had not yet

searched, and told the child that Snoopy

was

in

one of those places.

If the child

still

did

not continue searching, the experimenter showed the child where to find the toy. If the
child did search, but searched in the

wrong

place, the child

was

verbally encouraged to

keep looking for Snoopy. Only when they ceased searching did the experimenter
physically interfere by pointing or showing the child where to find Snoopy. The purpose

of showing the child where

game.

If the child searched

to find

Snoopy was

to

keep the 2-year-old interested

and found Snoopy, the main experimenter

Let’s play again,” and led the child back into the information

This procedure was followed for each of the four
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trials.

room

said,

in the

“Good job!

to begin the next trial.

Visual Live Condition

This followed the same format as the Visual Television
condition except the child

watched the experimenter through the window instead of on
experimenter said, “...and you’re going to watch

you

...and

re

going to watch

in this condition,

the

me on TV”.

me

television,

through

this

window”

instead of

There was no television monitor

and the child watched through the monitor-sized hole

main experimenter hid the

and the main

room

in the

in the

window

as

toy.

Verbal Live Condition
In this condition, the

in his

main experimenter

room and then come back and

Snoopy!

I’ll

When the main

seconds
hiding

is

that the

to

to find him.

Snoopy

to hide

Then, you can go find

is

hiding Snoopy.

I

wonder where

experimenter came back to the information room, she

Snoopy’s hiding

(in location).

3 seconds,

approximately

room

imposed

now, Alisha

She waited

location).”

you where

“I’m going

be right back!” While the main experimenter was hiding Snoopy, the

assistant said, “Right

(in location).

tell

told the child,

how

and then

long

it

Can you

this condition

more

said, “I put

him? Remember, he’s

Snoopy
(in

the child into the hiding room. Three

let

takes children in the other conditions to get to the

after they get the information about

make

find

she’s hiding him.”

where

to find the toy, so the delay

is

similar to the other three conditions. Please note

main experimenter could see and

react to the child while the child

was

learning

the location of the toy.

Verbal Television Condition

The Verbal Television Condition was
the

main experimenter went

into the third

similar to the Verbal Live condition, except

room
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after she hid the toy.

She stood

in front

of the camera

Snoopy

that

(in location).

(in location)."

to

was connected

to the

Snoopy’s hiding

monitor

(in location).

She then opened the door

go find Snoopy.” Please note

child while the child

that the

was learning

find

“I put

him? Remember, he’s

room and

said, “OK., it’s time

react to the

the location of the toy.

Reliability

coders were responsible for scoring.

trials,

Can you

main experimenter could not see and

and a second coder scored 37 of the sessions
the four test

information room, and said,

to the information

Coding and

Two

in the

One coder scored

all

of the sessions,

in order to assess interrater reliability.

For

each coder recorded whether or not the child found the toy on the

first

search, the location and order of all searches (both correct and incorrect), the latency to

the

first

A search was recorded when the

search, and the latency to the correct search.

child reached toward or leaned

down

to look near

one of the hiding locations. In

recording search latency, the starting point was defined as the
the room.

moment
the

The coder used

the “search” function on the

the child entered the room.

VCR,

initializing the

At

this point, the

moment

the child entered

VCR to pinpoint the exact

coder pressed the “reset” button on

time to 0 minutes and 0 seconds. Then, the coder played the

tape until the point where the child searched in one of the locations. The coder would

then use the “search” function on the

that location

VCR to

and record the time from the

coder would proceed

to the next trial.

find the frame

VCR.

If this

If this

was an

was

child

first

touched

the correct location, the

incorrect search, the coder

the tape play until the child searched in the correct location.

would record

where the

At

this point, the

would

coder

the latency (in terms of elapsed video frames) to the correct search and

continue to the next

trial.
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let

Interrater reliability

For the
search

was calculated

test trials, the reliability for

was

off,

leaving 147 codeable

reliability for search location

was

where the coders agreed on

by the

total

whether or not the child found the toy on the

calculated as a phi correlation. Because of technical
problems, one

one child was cut

trials

separately for each of the scored variables.

number of codeable

search location

The phi

trials.

correlation

was

calculated as a percentage agreement

-

.97.

the

First

trial

of

The

number of

the exact locations and orders of the searches, divided

trials,

multiplied by 100.

was 90.48%. Most disagreements

The percentage agreement

arose from children

who

searched

for

in

multiple places and re-searched in places they had previously not found the toy. If only
the

first

search

was considered,

the percentage agreement for search location

was

97.28%. All disagreements were discussed between the coders and resolved.
Interrater reliabilities for search latencies

The

correlation for latency to the

first

search

was

were calculated
.98 (n

=

141). Six trials could not be

scored because the coders disagreed about the location of the
for latency to the correct search

calculated for 21 of the

trials

was

.99 (n

=

as Pearson correlations.

first

search.

The

correlation

126). Latency to the correct search

was not

because the child did not find the toy on his/her own.
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CHAPTER

3

RESULTS
Training Results

Twenty-one of the 256 placement training
child refused to place Snoopy. Five of the

256

trials

could not be coded because the

retrieval training trials could not be

because the child refused to retrieve Snoopy. All refused
incorrect. Table

1

Verbal)

retrievals

were considered

shows the average proportion of correct placements and

each group. Separate Sex(2)
vs.

trials

X Presentation (2:

Live

coded

vs. Television)

retrievals for

X Mode (2:

Visual

ANOVAs on the proportion of correct placements and proportion of correct

showed no

significant effects. This signifies that there

was no

pre-testing group

difference in the children’s ability and willingness to retrieve the toy. There

group difference

in the children’s

knowledge of the

labels for each piece

was

also no

of furniture.

Children in the Visual Television group also experienced correspondence training.

They were asked

to point to themselves,

television. Children

least

were separated

Snoopy, and each piece of furniture on

into 2 groups

- those who

correctly pointed to at

4 of the items (7 children) and those who correctly pointed

items (9 children).

An

independent samples

did not differ in performance during the test

t-test

showed

trials, t

(14)

to less than

4 of the

that children in the 2 groups

=

.09, ns.

Test Results

Two

dependent variables were calculated from the coded data - proportion of

errorless retrievals

attempt,

it

was

and average search

latency.

called an errorless retrieval.

calculated as the

number of correct

When the

child found the toy

The proportion of errorless

retrievals divided

28

on the

retrievals

by the number of codeable

first

was

trials for

Of the 256

each child.

Three

trials

search (1
trial

253 could be coded

was

trial).

visible to the child while in

When

made an

the child

its

hiding place

latencies for each errorless

trial,

were averaged over

named

trial

calculated by adding the search

Search

trials.

retrievals,

122 of which were coded for search

coded for search latency because the child pointed

was not recorded

(1

or the child did not

the search location (4 trials), the coder’ s view of the child’s search

or the

trial),

search

because otherwise there would be too few data for

trials

latency. Six trials could not be

was

and dividing by the number of such

There were 128 errorless

analysis.

(1 trial),

first

errorless retrieval, their search latency for
that

contributed to their average search latency. This

latencies

for errorless retrievals.

could not be coded because of parental
interference before the

the toy

trial),

trials in the study,

to or

was blocked

(1

(1 trial).

Errorless Retrievals

Overall Effects

The mean proportion of errorless
can be seen
to a

Sex

(2)

significant

5.69,

p<

(1,56)

=

in

Table 2 and Figure

2.

retrievals as a function of presentation

The proportion of errorless

retrievals

was subjected

X Presentation (2) X Mode (2) Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).

main

.05),

6.77,

effects

of presentation (F (1,56)

which were modified by a

p<

.05).

As can be seen

=

12.03,

p<

.001) and

significant presentation

in

Table

2, there

and mode

mode

There were
(F (1,56)

=

by mode interaction (F

were more

errorless retrievals in

the live presentations (.63) than there were in the televised presentations (.38). There

were more errorless

retrievals in the visual conditions (.59) than there

were

in the verbal

conditions (.42). Figure 2 shows the interaction between these two variables. There was
a significant difference between the live and televised presentations in the verbal
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condition

Although

(t

(30)

=

4.07,

this result

E<

was

.001), but not in the visual condition

not significant, there was

in the Visual Live condition
(.63) than there

still

better

was by children

(30)

(t

=

.62, ns).

performance by the children
in the

Visual Television

condition (.56).

The
3.81,

p=

ANOVA also showed a marginally significant main effect of sex, F (1

.056,

vs. .44 (sd

=

where the

girls

performed

Sex did not

.34)).

distributed

by condition, so

significant

main

slightly better than did the

interact with

boys

(.58 (sd

=

,56)

=

.33)

any of the other variables and was evenly

this effect will not

be discussed

further.

There were no other

effects or interactions.

Trial Effects

Because the presence or absence of trial
analyses were run to determine if trial

show

Figure 3

the

mean

number had an

subjected to a Cochran’s

The only

13.26,

p<

Q test, done

significant result

.01 (see

Trial

3,

1

Figure

3).

and

errorless retrieval for each trial

came from

In Trials

1,

3

4,

test),

However, they found

4.

30

trial

trial

2

%

(3)

=

performance was greater than the
but on Trial 2, performance was not

(in press) also

that

and

3

was

the Visual Television condition,

and

from chance. Schmitt and Anderson

for 2-year-olds.

on performance. Table

separately for each condition, to determine

chance value of .25 (p < .001 by a binomial
different

effect

proportion of errorless retrievals by presentation, mode, and

number. Whether or not the children made an

effects.

effects has theoretical implications,

found good performance

performance deteriorated on Trials

in

2,

Performance was significantly above chance on
every

trial in

the

two

live

conditions. In the Verbal Television condition,
performance did not differ from chance

on the
Trial

first

1

three trials, and

was almost below chance on

the fourth

trial

(p

<

.10)

4

vs. Trials 2. 3.

Both theory and previous research have indicated

that Trial

1

performance

is

important. Because of possible perseverative and other errors,
performance on Trial

1

the most uncontaminated measure of how 2-year-olds perform on
this task. There

no

theoretical reason for performance to differ

was

on the

last three trials.

Thus, a contrast score

calculated for each subject to study the difference in performance between Trial

and the average of the

One-sample

last three trials.

t-tests

were run separately

the four conditions to determine whether performance on the

performance on the
different

.01)

is

Performance on the

last three trials.

from performance on the

and Visual Television

(t

(15)

last three trials for the

=

3.04,

p<

average performance on the
difference, performance

Trial

last three trials, t (15)

better

on the

=

1

.79,

for each of

different

from

significantly

(t

(15)

=

3.65,

p<

Performance was not
.16).

was marginally

=

was

1

p <

.10.

For the Verbal
different

from the

When there was

a

first trial.

1

Because
other

was

first trial

(14)

(t

was

Visual Live

.01) conditions.

significantly different for the Verbal Live condition

Television condition, performance on the

first trial

first trial

is

trials,

Trial

1

performance

is

theoretically different

from performance on the

a logistic regression was run to determine the effects of presentation and

mode on whether or not the
significant predictor

child

made an

was mode (odds

ratio

errorless retrieval

=

7.22,

31

p<

.05).

on the

first trial.

The only

In the visual conditions, 27

of the 32 children were correct on the
children were correct on the

To more
data

came from

first trial.

In the verbal conditions, 15 out
of the 31

first trial.

directly test the differences in Trial

the

same binomial

comparisons - Visual Television

distribution

vs.

1

performance,

tests

of whether the

were run on the most relevant

Visual Live, and Verbal Television

vs.

Verbal Live.

In the Visual Live condition, 14 of the 16 children were
correct on the

first trial.

Visual Television condition, 13 of the 16 children were correct on the

first trial.

Obviously, these came from the same binomial distribution, z =

were able

that children

to find the toy easily

on

the first

trial

.49, ns.

In the

This indicates

for both of the visual

conditions. In the Verbal Live condition, 9 of the 15 children were correct on the

first

trial.

In the Verbal Television condition, 6 of the 16 children were correct on the

first

trial.

These were also not significantly

from each other, z =

different

children were not significantly different in their

first trial

1.28, ns. Thus,

search in both of the verbal

conditions.

Trials 2. 3. 4

Table 4 shows the mean proportion of errorless retrievals on the
Separate analyses were run on the

and 4 only.
significant

trials.

proportion of errorless retrievals on Trials 2,

3,

A Sex (2) X Presentation (2) X Mode (2) ANOVA on this measure yielded a
main

effect

4, children in the live

three

mean

last three trials.

of presentation, F (1,56) = 12.73, p <

.01.

As can be seen

groups had a mean proportion of .59 errorless retrievals

Children in the television groups had a

retrievals in the last three trials. This

presentation and mode, F (1,54)

=

mean

was mediated by a

7.70,

p<

.01
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.

in Table

in the last

proportion of .31 errorless

significant interaction of

There was no significant difference

between performance

in the Visual

Live and Visual Television groups

Children in the Visual Live group had a
last three trials.

mean

performance

p<

in the verbal

groups

(t

=

(30)

4.32,

group had a mean proportion of .65 errorless
the Verbal Television group had a

=

.052,

.55).

mean

significant difference in

.01

).

(.53)

had

Children

in the

Verbal Live

retrievals in the last three trials. Children in

proportion of .15 errorless retrievals in the

There was also a marginally significant main

where females

the analyses

=

Children in the Visual Television group had a
mean proportion of .48

was a

trials.

(30)

proportion of .54 errorless retrievals in
the

errorless retrievals in the last three trials.
There

three

(t

slightly better

on the proportion of errorless

effect

last

of sex, F (1,56) = 3.93, p

performance than did males

(.38).

Thus,

retrievals in the last three trials almost exactly

mirrored the analyses on the proportion of errorless retrievals

in all four trials.

Perseveration Errors

A perseveration error was coded when the child’s first search was in the correct
location for the previous

trials,

trial.

A

perseveration error

since there can be no perseveration in the

the final three trials

were perseverative

was only

first trial.

possible in the final three

The majority of the

errors in

errors (74 of 104 or a proportion of .71). Table 5

shows the number and proportion of perseveration

errors for each condition. Table 6

shows the number and proportion of perseveration

errors for each

this table, the majority

indicates that

on the

of the errors on almost every

last three trials, the

trial

trial.

As can be seen

were perseveration

majority of children

who made

errors.

in

This

errors did not use

the information presented by the experimenter to find the toy. Rather, they used the

information that they had received about the location of the toy during the previous
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trial.

The proportion of perseverative

errors

of perseverati ve errors made divided by the
error could be

Mode

(2)

made

ANOVA.

(usually 3). This

was calculated

total

for

each child as the number

number of trials where

was subjected

to a

Sex

(2)

X

a perseverative

Presentation (2)

There was a main effect of presentation, F
(1,56) = 4.85, p <

X

.01

Children in the television conditions made more perseveration
errors than did children
the live conditions (.52 (.33) vs. .29 (.28)). Thus, even
though the overall
errors

was

number of

similar for the Visual Live and Visual Television groups (in that there

significant difference

between the two groups

errors in the Visual Television group

in terms

were more

of overall errorless

likely to

be perseverative

in

was no

retrievals), the

errors.

Search Latency

Table 7 shows the average latencies to finding the toy (given a correct search) by
presentation and mode. Average latency to finding the toy

X Presentation (2) X Mode (2) ANOVA.
The average search

interactions.

Anderson’s

(in press) finding

condition than for the
search latency by

had errorless
effects

retrievals

on search latency

There were no significant main effects or

was 4.26 seconds

(sd

=

3.29).

Schmitt and

condition was not replicated. Table 8 shows the average

presentation, and

when

(2)

of significantly longer reaction times for the television

window

trial,

latency

was analyzed using a Sex

mode. Because there were so few children who

separated by group, separate analyses to determine

trial

for each condition could not be run.

Other Contributing Factors

Amount of Television Viewing
According

to Troseth

and DeLoache (1998), experience with television may

they
decrease performance because the more television children watch, the more likely
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are to believe that

situation.

what they see on television has nothing

To determine

do with

to

their current

television viewing levels of each
child, parents filled out a

Television Viewing Questionnaire (See
Appendix C). In

it,

they answered questions

about their child’s television viewing. To determine
whether amount of viewing could

account for differences in performance in the television
conditions, children
television conditions were separated into high

(10-40

hours per week) television viewers by a median

split.

in the

hours per week) and low

(0-10

Table 9 shows the mean proportion

of errorless retrievals for the television groups by mode and level
of television viewing.

A t-test run on the data of the 32 children in the television conditions showed no
significant difference

=

.13, ns).

between the two groups on proportion of errorless

retrievals

(t

(30)

For the television conditions, the correlation between hours spent watching

television and proportion of errorless retrievals

was almost

non-existent,

r

=

.01,

supporting the previous result of no relationship between amount of time spent watching
television

and success on these

significantly different

Experience with

The amount of television viewed was not

tasks.

between the two television conditions

children do better in this task (Troseth

were asked about

their child’s

& Pierroutsakos,

exposure to

conditions were divided into 2 groups

-

=

home

video

1.44, ns).

Home Video

Previous research has indicated that experience with

(19 children

(t(30)

-

home

occasionally or frequently see

home

who

those

8 in the Visual Television and

videos.

1 1

help

1999). Consequently, parents

The 32 children

rarely or never

in the

may

in the television

had seen a home video

Verbal Television) and those

who

videos (13 children - 8 in the Visual Television and

5 in the Verbal Television). Table 10

shows the mean proportion of errorless
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retrievals

for the television groups

that children

who had

better than those

by mode and

level

of home video experience.

occasional or frequent experience with

who had

rare or

no experience,

t

with more experience had a mean of .52 errorless
experience had a

mean of .29

(30)

=

1

home

.95,

retrievals.

p<

A

t-test

showed

video did slightly

.10.

Those children

Those children with

less

errorless retrievals.

Comparisons

to

Other Studies

The Visual Television and Visual Live conditions were meant

to

be a replication

of the main experiments of Troseth and DeLoache (1998) and Schmitt and Anderson
press).

Both of the previous studies found a

(in

significant difference in the average

proportion of errorless retrievals between these conditions, with children in the Visual

Live condition performing

much better than

condition. In this study, the

even marginally

Performance

in the correct direction, but the result

was not

significant.

To determine
in this study

means were

the children in the Visual Television

the cause for the lack of significance, each of the visual conditions

was compared

to the similar conditions in the other

in the Visual Television condition

Television condition in Experiment

1

two

studies.

of this study was compared to the

of Schmitt and Anderson

(in press)

and the

Standard Video condition in Experiment 3 of Troseth and DeLoache (1998).

Performance
the

in the Visual

Window condition

in

Live condition of this study was compared to performance in

Experiment

1

of Schmitt and Anderson

(in press)

and

Experiment 2 (Window condition) of Troseth and DeLoache (1998). Figure 4 shows the
overall performance for these conditions in each of the studies.
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As can be

seen in Figure 4, the performance in
the

studies differed. Troseth and

DeLoache (1998) found

window

condition of these

perfect performance by the
2-year-

olds in their study. Two-year-olds in the
Schmitt and Anderson (in press) study had
a

mean

proportion of .85 errorless retrievals. Children
in the Visual Live condition

study had a

mean

in this

proportion of .63 errorless retrievals. There was no
significant

difference in performance between the original

two

studies

(t

(18)

=

2.06, ns with

Bonferroni correction applied). However, performance in this
study was significantly

below

that

of the other two

(t

(22)

Schmitt and Anderson; both gs <
in this study

had

significantly

children in the original

two

=

4.94 for Troseth and DeLoache and

.05,

t

(26)

=

2.78 for

with Bonferroni correction applied). Thus, children

worse performance

in the

window

condition than did the

studies.

In the television condition, Troseth and

DeLoache (1998) found a mean

proportion of .41 errorless retrievals. Schmitt and Anderson (in press) found a

mean

proportion of .23 errorless retrievals. Children in the Visual Television group in this
study had a

mean

proportion of .56 errorless retrievals. Performance in this study was

not significantly different from performance in the Troseth and DeLoache study

1.29,

g>

.10).

(t

(26)

original studies did not significantly differ

Thus, performance by the children in

performance

this study

=

2.89,

g<

.01).

=

from each other

was

(t

Performance in the

(26)

=

1.42,

g>

.10).

similar to (or better) than

in the previous studies.

When compared
window

(30)

Children in this study did perform significantly better than did the

children in the Schmitt and Anderson study

two

(t

to the original

condition of this study

was

two

studies,

performance by the children in the

low. Performance by the children in the television
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condition of this study

The most

studies.

was equivalent

window

performance

in this study

was because of the

No

live

condition.

examination of their data shows that performance on the

was

between the

two

significantly lower performance

Although Troseth and DeLoache (1998) did not report

condition

in the original

likely reason for not finding a
significant difference

and television conditions
in the

to or higher than

significantly

above the chance

level

trial

first trial

effects in their study,

of the television

of 25% (p < .05 by a binomial

test).

other trials were significantly different from chance. Recall that
Schmitt and

Anderson

(in press) also

level of 25%

on the

found that children performed significantly above the chance

first trial,

but not different from chance on the

current study, children performed above chance on the

chance on the second

trial.

This

the current study, performance

is

first trial,

last three trials.

In the

but not different from

what both of the previous studies found. However,

was above chance on

the last

previous two studies, performance remained low on the

last

two
two

trials

trials.

in

as well. In the

Thus, this study

only partially replicated the results of the Troseth and DeLoache (1998) and Schmitt and

Anderson

(in press) studies.

The

finding that children in the Verbal Live condition

produced superior performance compared
is

a

new

to children in the

finding.
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Verbal Television condition

CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION
Prior research has consistently

shown

that 2-year-olds

have difficulty using visual

information provided by television to learn about
the location of a toy

purpose of this study was to replicate

this finding.

in a

room. One

The second purpose was

whether 2-year-olds could use verbal information from television

to determine

to learn about the

location of a toy in a room.

The

first

purpose of the study was accomplished. The result of better

performance in a visual

live than in a visual television condition

year-olds in the current study had

more

was

The

replicated.

errorless retrievals in the visual

2-

window

condition than they did in the visual television condition. Although this result was not
significant,

it

was

in the correct direction.

significant difference

current study

The

is

most

failure to find significance in the

likely attributable to variability across studies

and Type

II

error.

pattern of performance over trials in the visual television condition that

DeLoache’s (1998) data was

two previous

studies,

In the current study,

(in press)

was

and in a reanalysis of Troseth and

partially replicated. In both

as the current study, performance

trials.

three previous studies have found a

between these two conditions, the

found by both Schmitt and Anderson

In the

As

was above chance on

performance remained

at a

of the previous studies, as well

Trial

1

and

at

chance on Trial

chance level for the

performance rose to an above chance level

final

two

for the final

two

trials.

The second purpose of the

current study

was

to

examine whether 2-year-olds

could use verbal information from television to find a toy in a room. They could
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2.

not.

The children

in the

Verbal Live condition had significantly
more errorless retrievals than

did those children in the Verbal Television
condition. This indicates that 2-year-olds
are
not able to use verbal information from
television to the same extent that they
can use
verbal information from reality. However,

first trial

performance

in the

Verbal

Television condition was marginally better than
performance in the final three
that condition.

It

was

also not significantly different from the

the Verbal Live condition, indicating that 2-year-olds

first trial

may have

trials

performance

of

in

a minimal ability to use

verbal information from television to solve a problem.

Explanations for the Results

Before discussing the results
to discount

some

in

terms of the three main hypotheses,

it

is

important

other possible explanations for low performance in the Verbal

Television condition.

One
condition

is

possible explanation for the low performance in the Verbal Television
that verbal information is simply

year-olds to comprehend.

condition

is

By

this account,

more

difficult

than visual information for 2-

low performance

in the Verbal Television

not surprising. However, this explanation does not take into account the

finding of better performance in the Verbal Live condition than there

was

in the

Verbal

Television condition. There was no difference in the quality or quantity of the verbal

information provided by the live and the televised presentations. Thus, the difficulty of
verbal information in general cannot account for the poor performance in the Verbal

Television condition.

Perhaps performance was poor

in the

Verbal Television condition because the

children were attending to the visual image of the experimenter on television instead of
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attending to the vetbal information. This
would be supported by media studies
that

endorse the visual superiority hypothesis.
Several studies have found that
children better

comprehend

visual information than verbal information
from children’s television

programs (Hayes

& Bimbaurm,

Kelly, 1984, Hoffner, Cantor,

1980; Hayes, Chemelski,

& Thorson,

& Bimbaum,

1981; Hayes

1988). However, the visual information

&

is

usually confounded with other factors like
comprehensibility and action.

When Gibbons,

Anderson, Smith, Field, and Fischer (1986) had 4- and 7-year-

olds watch a televised story that

was presented

either aurally or audiovisually, they found

that the children in the audiovisual group recalled

more dialogue than did

the children in

the audio group. This indicated that visual information did not interfere
with audio

information processing. Gibbons et
year-olds recalled

more

comprehending

visual superiority effect

(1986) also found an action effect, in that the 4-

actions than dialogue. In normal television, actions are usually

portrayed visually and dialogue
are better at

al.

is

is

portrayed through the audio. Because young children

action, regardless of modality, the authors argued that the

most

likely

an action superiority

effect.

In the Verbal

Television condition of the current study, the action was portrayed through the dialogue,
so the child should be at least as attentive to the verbal information than to the visual

information.

Another possible reason for poor performance
in relation to the

in the

Verbal Live condition

may

in the

Verbal Television condition

be that the experimenter could see the child

Verbal Live condition, but not in the Verbal Television condition. The

experimenter

may have

subtly responded to cues put out by the child and acted
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differently.

However, please note

the second experimenter

was

that the scripts

were the same

for both conditions

and

to direct the child’s attention to
the television if necessary.

Thus, the reason for the decreased performance

in the

relative to the Verbal Live condition is
not likely because

year-olds have with verbal information.

It is

Verba] Television condition

of the inherent

difficulty 2-

also not likely because the children were

attending to the visual image instead of the verbal
information.

To determine what could account
information, Troseth

for 2-year-olds’ difficulty with televised

& DeLoache (1998) and Schmitt and Anderson’s (in press)

proposed explanations will be discussed in relation
the patterns of results that

would

best

fit

to the present results. Figure 5

shows

with each explanation and the patterns of results

found for the current study.
Explanations based on Perceptual Issues
Figure 5 shows the pattern of results that would

fit

with the perceptual

explanation put forth by Schmitt and Anderson (in press). Recall that they explained the
difficulty 2-year-olds

have with using information from television

of perceptual

The degraded image from

issues.

location of the toy. This

the

first trial.

toy in the

television

The

is

television leads to a

sufficient for

weak encoding of the

above chance performance on

After that, a strong competing representation exists from having found the

room on
is

weak encoding

to find a toy in terms

the previous

trial.

After the

first trial,

the

weak

representation from

not sufficient to override the strong representation from the room.

current study

was designed

to control for the degradation

televised information by presenting the information verbally.

the best evidence for this explanation

would be strong
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of the visual

As can be

trial effects in

seen in Figure

the Visual

5,

Television condition and no significant difference
between the two verbal conditions.

That

is,

there

would be above chance performance on

condition, with performance decreasing on

all

Trial

subsequent

1

in the

Visual Television

There would also be

trials.

equivalent performance between the Verbal Live and Verbal
Television conditions.

As can be seen
this study.

in Figure 5, this perceptual explanation

There were

performance on Trial

trial

More

perceptual hypothesis.

Trial 2. This

is

is

by

consistent with the

troubling for the perceptual hypothesis

Verbal Live group outperformed the Verbal Television group.

of the television image

partially supported

effects in the Visual Television condition, with above chance

and chance performance on

1

was

solely

what accounts

is

the fact that the

If the visual degradation

for 2-year-olds’ trouble with televised

information, they would have performed equivalently in the Verbal Live and Verbal

Television conditions. Although the

weak

visual

image portrayed by television may be

partially responsible for 2-year-olds difficulty with televised information,

the only reason for

it.

it

can not be

Further evidence against this hypothesis was put forth by Evans

(2001). She reduced the degradation of the television image by presenting a
television. This reduced the degradation in that the felt board

dimensional object and

it

was

the

same

size as the television.

was

felt

board on

closer to a 2-

She hid a

sticker in a

location on the felt board while the 2-year-old watched on television. She then asked the

child to find the sticker

on the

real felt board.

She found

poorly on this task (a proportion of .30 errorless

of the image

is

that 2-year-olds

retrievals).

Thus,

when

reduced, performance does not necessarily increase.
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performed

the degradation

Explan ations based on Symbolic Issues
Figure 5 shows the patterns of results that would

fit

with part of the explanation

put forth by Troseth and DeLoache (1998). They partly
explained the difficulty 2-yearolds have with television in terms of visual symbolic issues,
insofar as the children

understand that television

is

(2001) provides support for

on a

sticker

felt

representing a real state of affairs in another location. Evans
this hypothesis.

from

She had 2-year-olds watch as she hid

board in one location. They then had

corresponding location on another
different

their

difficulty children

performance

felt

board. Their performance was not significantly

in the television condition described above. Thus, the

have with finding a toy

current study

a

to find the sticker in the

in a

room might be because they have

using one representation of an object in one space to infer

The

fail to

was designed

its

to control for visual

trouble

location in another space.

symbolic issues by

presenting the information verbally. Figure 5 shows the pattern of results that would best

support the visual symbolic explanation. There would be no

trial effects in

the Visual

Television condition, because visual symbolic difficulties would remain constant over the
four

trials.

If this hypothesis

were

to

be supported, there would be no significant

difference between the two verbal conditions. This

is

because there

information in these conditions. Children do not have to

one location

map

(the television) to another location (the room).

is

no useful visual

the visual information from

They do have

to understand

the verbal information and use that information to guide their search. That said, there

was no

difference between the verbal information provided live and that provided by the

television.
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As can be seen

in Figure 5, the visual

the current study. There

that

were

trial effects in

performance changed across

for this type

of trial

(the television)

and use

succeed on Trial
that the

effect.

1.

it

trials.

symbolic hypothesis was not supported by
the Visual Television condition, indicating

This visual symbolic explanation can not account

If 2-year-olds are

unable to take information from one source

to guide their behavior in another location, then they should
not

Even more damaging

to the visual

symbolic hypothesis

Verbal Live group outperformed the Verbal Television group.

If

is

the fact

2-year-olds

have difficulty learning about the location of a toy from watching television only because
of visual symbolic issues, they should have done equally well

The evidence from

in both verbal conditions.

the current study does not support the visual symbolic hypothesis.

Explanations based on Television and Reality
Figure 5 shows the patterns of results that would

fit

with the second part of the

explanation put forth by Troseth and DeLoache (1998). In addition to the possible
representation problems, they proposed that 2-year-olds have learned that things on
television have nothing to

do with

their

see on television as irrelevant to their

The

current study

was

own

environment. Thus, they

treat

anything they

current reality.

specifically designed to test this explanation, controlling

for the possible visual perceptual

pattern of results that

own

and visual symbolic problems. Figure

would be expected

if this

5

shows the

hypothesis were true and the sole

determinant of performance. There would be no

trial effects in

the Visual Television

condition because children’s beliefs about the reality of televised information would not

change over

trials.

The main

prediction of this hypothesis

is

Verbal Live group than in the Verbal Television group. This
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better performance in the

is

because the belief that

television

is

irrelevant to current reality

would hold

for all types of televised information,

including verbal information.

As can be seen

Figure

in

the present results. There

were

5,

the reality explanation

trial effects in

above-chance performance on the

first trial.

television to their current reality, they

was only

partially supported

by

the Visual Television condition, with

If children

could not relate what they saw on

would not be able

to

do well on any

of the

trial

Visual Television condition. Since three studies have shown above chance performance

on

Trial

1

in the

Visual Television condition,

it is

unlikely that children are unable to use

televised information to guide their behavior to find a toy. In contrast, there

performance

in the

Verbal Live condition than

in the

was

better

Verbal Television condition,

substantially supporting the reality hypothesis.

A Synthesis
None of the
Perhaps

this is

previous explanations can fully account for the findings of this study.

because two of these explanations are based on the idea

are unable to use televised information to

However,
have the

Trial

1

results

leam about the location of a toy

from three experiments show

ability to use televised information to

The perceptual hypothesis does

that 2-year-olds

that at least

some

in a

room.

2-year-olds do

leam about the location of a toy

take this into account, and

is

in a

room.

based on the idea that 2-

year-olds do have a fragile ability to use televised information to leam about the location

of a toy

in a

the ability

is

room. However, the perceptual hypothesis
so fragile

is

relies

on the idea

that the reason

because of visual properties of the television image. The

against
difference in performance in the verbal conditions in the current study argues
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this,

as

do the

results

from Evans’ (2001) work with 2-dimensional

the decline in performance over trials

What

is

is

not because of the degraded television image.

the reason for the decline in performance over trials?

property can televised information possess that makes

it

situation (Trial 1) but not in another situation (Trial
2)?

some

What

type of

useful for 2-year-olds in one

It is

clear that

on

Trial

1

,

at least

2-year-olds are able to use the information provided by television to guide their

search. After they find the toy

the location of the toy based

on the

on

their

experimenter hide the toy on Trial
location of the toy.

Which

2,

first trial,

however, they have a representation of

own

real experience.

they

now have

When they watch

representation do they use to find the toy in Trial 2? They use

The perceptual hypothesis proposed

that they

representation from the television image

used

own

real experience in Trial

this representation

was weak and

wrong

television image, they

the visual representation from real

situation.

information only

When

there

experience.

is

results.

would not have done poorly

in the

Verbal Television condition.

it

was formed

in

an

Perhaps 2-year-olds perceive television as a valid source of

when

that information does not conflict with their real life experience.

a conflict, they tend to use the information garnered from real

They use

If 2-

representation solely because of the visual properties of the

Perhaps they used the wrong representation because

unmediated

1

because the visual

experience was strong. However, this cannot fully explain the current

year-olds used the

the televised

a competing representation of the

the representation of the location of the toy based on their

life

stimuli. So, the reason for

this

information even

if

it is

unlikely to be true based on other

factors such as recency or adult instruction. Thus, 2-year-olds

can be a valid source of information about a current
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life

situation.

do believe

that television

However, they only

believe this if that information does not directly
conflict with

real,

unmediated

experience. Other research with adults shows that
information from media sources

be considered than information from

likely to

other decisions (Bryant

Berelson,

& Gaudet,

real life sources

& Thompson, 2001; Jeffres,

when making

1997; Klapper, 1960; Lazarsfeld,

1948).

location of a toy in a

room because they perceive

conflicting with information garnered from real
ability to

perform

information

is

this finding task

interpreted.

does not conflict with their

would be

new

the

life

partly

televised information as

experience. Changes with age in the

due

changes

to

Two-year-olds will only “believe” televised information

They

real life experience.

But what about 3-year-olds? Consider

The

(in press) study.

child

a toy

was hidden

found the toy and removed
et al.

it

The

its

location. This

The 3-year-old
child

in this study directly

was not allowed

to find or

locations and watched on television as the toy

in a

from

its

location.

in a different location.

from

new

original location.

location.

The 3-year-olds

The search was based on

life

was hidden

was

The

remove the

child then watched

toy.

all

four

trials.

The
its

was hidden

But

in a

child then changed

original location,

overwhelmingly searched

their real life experience with the toy.
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The

NOT able to find a

as a toy

was removed from

in this study

Anderson

child again successfully

the case for

watched

it

experience.

in a location.

The

(1999) engineered a situation where 3-year-olds were

toy in a room.

location.

it

removed

a toy

if

on temporal cues or

will not rely

a 3-year-old in the Schmitt and

watched on television as

child successfully found the toy and

on television as

how mediated

in

adult instruction for their information, and instead rely on their real

and put

and

political

hypothesize that 2-year-olds are unable to update their representations of
the

I

Zelazo,

less

is

in the

The

difference between the Zelazo, et
task

al.

was whether

al.

(1999) task and the Schmitt and Anderson

or not the child participated in the removal
of the toy. In the Zelazo,

(1999) study, the child passively observed the toy being
removed from

location.

toy from

In the Schmitt and

its

(in press)

Anderson

(in press) study, the child actively

original location. Thus, 3-year-olds need to have real

removing the toy from a location

(as they did in the Schmitt

life

its

et

original

removed

the

experience

and Anderson

(in press) task)

before they are able to use televised information to update their
representation of the
toy

rely

s location.

When they do

not have this direct experience of removing the toy, they

on the representation of the location of the toy

that

was

created

when

the toy

was

originally hidden. In order to use television to update their representation of the
location

of a toy

in a

room, a 3-year-old needs

from the original

to actively participate in the

location.

Now consider a 4-year-old in the Zelazo, et al.
were consistently able

when

to locate a toy in a

that information conflicted with

were not allowed

removal of the toy

(1999) study. The four-year-olds

room based on

televised information, even

what they experienced

to directly participate in the

in real life,

and when they

removal of the toy from the original

location. Four-year-olds are able to interpret mediated information based

on independent

factors such as temporal cues and adult instruction. Thus, they do not perceive televised

information as conflicting with their real

life

experience. Because of their cognitive

maturity, they realize that what they see on television can relate to their

own world.

Future Research

Future research should

test the idea

of how children’s perceptions of reality

influence their ability to use televised information to solve a problem. This can be done
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by manipulating

the level of conflict between the child’s
real

information they receive from television.

would be

to design a search study

One way

life

experience and the

to decrease the level

where the child does not form any

of conflict

initial

expectations

about the location of the toy. This can be done by having
multiple hiding rooms. That

way, there can

still

be multiple

location of the toy for any one

trials,

trial.

television task because they have

but there are no

initial

expectations about the

In this case, 2-year-olds should succeed on a

no conflicting expectations based on

prior real

experience.

Other conditions can increase the level of conflict between the mediated and

unmediated experience. One way
less realistic.

to

do

this

would be

to

make

the televised presentations

This can be done by modifying the standard television task so that what the

children see on television does not exactly match what they see in the room. This should

decrease performance of all age groups (DeLoache, Kolstad,

Another way
real television

to increase the conflict is to

make

& Anderson,

1991).

the television stimulus

more

like a

program. In pilot work conducted by Schmitt (1997), children were

presented with a televised hiding event. However, there were no humans hiding the toys the toys (puppets) hid themselves. She found that five 2-year-olds had a rate of

errorless retrievals

press) study).

retrievals,

(compared

to

23%

errorless retrievals in the Schmitt

She also found very low performance

compared

to

81%

study). Thus, the less realistic the televised presentation

relate

it

to their current reality.

where the stimulus was more

and Anderson

for nine 3-year-olds

errorless retrievals in the Schmitt

is,

16%

(44%

and Anderson

(in

errorless

(in press)

the less likely the child will

Troseth and DeLoache (1998) report a similar study

like a real television
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program. The children did not meet

the person

who

hid the toy, and there

was no

explicit explanation

between what she did on television and what happened
even 2.5-year-olds did not do well
Another way

in the

of the connection

next room. They found that

in that condition.

to increase the conflict

even more dramatically would be

the television presentation of the hiding event.

Each of these manipulations

to

animate

to increase

the conflict between television and reality should decrease
the performance of 2-yearolds,

and possibly older children.
Conclusions

The

Trial

1

results

from

this

and other studies show

that 2-year-olds are able to

use televised information to solve a problem. They are best able to use televised

when

information

problem
year-old,

they do not have an

expectation about the solution to the

initial

that conflicts with the solution they learn about

all

expectations are formed in reality.

from television

to solve a

They

from the

For a 2-

television.

are only able to use information

problem when they do not have any previous reality-based

expectations. Two-year-olds are

being valid and useful, even

more

when

likely to perceive

unmediated information as

there are other cues that should lead

them

to believe

otherwise. Three-year-olds also have trouble using televised information to solve a

problem when

more mature
to

conflicts with initial expectations

it

in the expectations they form.

remain hidden

and removing the
hidden

in a

new

in the

same place even

toy, 3-year-olds

place.

know

formed

in reality.

However, they

are

For example, while 2-year-olds expect a toy

after they

that

when

have directly participated
they remove the toy,

it’s

in finding

likely to

be

So they do not have an expectation of the location of the toy and

are able to use television to learn about the toy’s
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new

location.

However, when

3 -year-

olds passively witness the removal of the toy,
they are not able to eliminate their

expectation of the location of the toy.

When

initial

children are 4-years-old, they are

consistently able to use television to learn information
to solve a problem. Thus,

children’s ability to use televised information to solve
problems

slowly over time, and

is

related to their

growing

ability to abstract

usefulness of information from different types of sources.
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is

a process that develops

and evaluate the

Table

1

:

Mean

Proportion of Correct Placements and Retrievals
During Training bv

Presentation and

Mode

Live

Television

Total

Visual

.91 (.20)

.89(.22)

.90(.21)

Verbal

.94(.19)

.95(.19)

.95(.19)

Total

.93 (.20)

.92(.21)

.92(.20)

Visual

.75(38)

.69(.28)

.72(33)

Verbal

.72(33)

.67(37)

.70(35)

Total

.73(35)

.68(33)

.71(34)

Retrievals

Placements

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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Table

2:

Mean

Proportion of Errorless Retrievals by
Presentation and

Live
Visual

Verbal
Total

Television

Mode

Total

.63 (.24)

.56 (.32)

.59 (.28)

.64 (.34)

.20 (.26)

.42 (.37)

.63 (.29)

.38 (.34)

.50 (.33)

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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3:

Pr ° POr" 0n of Children
'

Mode

Live

who Made

Errorless Retrievals by Trial, Presentation
and

Television

Total

Visual

Trial

.88

.81

.84

Trial 2

.63

.25

.44

Trial 3

.50

.56

.53

Trial 4

.50

.63

.56

Trial

.60

.38

.48

Trial 2

.63

.13

.38

Trial 3

.73

.25

.48

Trial 4

.56

.07

.32

Trial

.74

.59

.67

Trial 2

.63

.19

.41

Trial 3

.61

.41

.51

4

.53

.35

.44

1

Verbal

1

Total

Trial

1
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Ta e
Mean Pr °P ortion of Errorless
?l / J
:

Retrievals on Trials 2, 3, and 4 by Presentation

Live

Television

Total

Visual

.54(.27)

.48(.36)

.51(32)

Verbal

.65(.37)

5(.27)

.40(.41)

.31(36)

.45(37)

Total

.59(.33)

.

1

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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Table

5:

Number of Perseverative

Errors by Presentation and

Mode

Live

Television

Total

Visual

14 of 22 (.64)

19 of 25 (.76)

33 of 47 (.70)

Verbal

10 of 17 (.59)

31 of 40 (.78)

41 of 57 (.72)

Total

24 of 39

50 of 65 (.77)

74 of 104

(.62)

Note. Proportions of perseverative errors are in parentheses.
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(.71)

Table

6:

Number of Perseverative

Errors by Trial, Presentation, and

Live

Television

Mode

Total

Visual

Trial 2

5

Trial 3

of 6 (.83)

10 of 12 (.83)

15 of 18 (.83)

6 of 8 (.75)

6 of 7 (.86)

12 of 15 (.80)

4

3 of 8 (.38)

3 of 6 (.50)

6 of 14 (.43)

Trial 2

5 of 6 (.93)

10 of 14 (.71)

15 of 20 (.75)

Trial 3

Oof

11

Trial 4

5 of 7 (.71)

10 of 14 (.71)

15 of 21 (.71)

Trial 2

10 of 12 (.83)

20 of 26

(.77)

30 of 38 (.79)

Trial 3

6 of 12 (.50)

17 of 19 (.89)

23 of 31 (.74)

4

8 of 15 (.53)

13 of 20 (.65)

21 of 35 (.60)

Trial

Verbal

(.00)

of 12 (.92)

11

of 16 (.69)

Total

Trial

Note. Proportion of perseverative errors are in parentheses.
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Table

7:

Average Search Latency by Presentation and Mode

Live

Television

Total

Visual

3.47 (2.28)

5.33 (4.38)

4.40 (3.56)

Verbal

4.33 (3.54)

3.66(1.79)

4.08 (2.98)

Total

3.90(2.96)

4.70 (3.67)

4.26 (3.29)

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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Table

8:

Average Search Latency by

Trial, Presentation,

Live

Mode

and

Television

Total

Visual

Trial

1

3.81 (3.23),

n=

14

4.66 (3.08),

n=

12

4.20 (3.13), n = 26

Trial 2

3.46 (2.57), n

=9

6.16(6.17), n

=4

4.29 (3.95),

n=

13

Trial 3

2.85 (1.81), n

=

7

4.78 (4.10), n

=

3.88 (3.29),

n=

15

Trial 4

3.23 (2.52), n

=

7

2.51 (.59),

2.83 (1.69),

n=

16

Trial

4.82 (4.04), n

=9

4.54 (3.29),

n=

15

2.49 (.43), n

=

8

n=9

Verbal

1

n=

Trial 2

2.55 (.39),

Trial 3

5.48 (7.34),

Trial 4

3.17 (2.48), n

=

Trial

4.21 (3.51), n

= 23

10

n=

4.12 (1.97), n

=

2.20 (.66), n

11

4.10 (1.59), n

9

2.50

(),

n=

=6
2

=4

5.12 (6.28), n =15

n=

10

4.33 (3.15), n

=

41

3.43 (2.95), n

= 25

4.50 (4.96), n

= 30

2.93 (1.93), n

= 26

3.10 (2.35),

1

12

Total

1

4.48 (2.71),

n=

n=

19

4.84 (5.21), n

=

18

4.55 (3.39),

n=

n=

16

2.51 (.56), n

=

Trial 2

2.98 (1.80),

Trial 3

4.46 (5.88), n

Trial 4

3.20 (2.41),

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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=6
12

10

™?!f
and

9:

P r°P ortion of Errorless Retrievals

in the

Level of Television Viewing

Television Conditions by
y

Mode

Television Viewing Level

High

Low

Visual Television

.53 (.28), n

Verbal Television

.13 (.21),

Total Television

.38 (.32),

= 10

Total

.63 (.41), n

=6

.56 (.32), n

= 16

n= 6

.25 (.29), n

= 10

.20 (.26), n

= 16

n=

.39 (.38),

.38 (.34), n

= 32

16

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses.

n=

16

Table 10:

Mean

Proportion of Errorless Retrievals in
the Television Conditions
by

and Level of Home Video

Home Video
High
Visual Television

.59 (.33),

Level

Low
n= 8

Verbal Television

•40 (.38), n

Total Television

.52 (.35),

=

5

n = 13

Mode

Total

.53 (.34),

n= 8

.56 (.32), n

=

.11 (.13),

n=

11

.20 (.26), n

= 16

.29 (.31),

n = 19

.38 (.34), n

= 32

Note, Standard deviations are in parentheses.
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T&D
S&A
C

If 2-year-olds

have trouble with the visual perceptual
aspect of television:

Live
Televised

If 2-year-olds

Verbal

Visual

Good Performance
Good Performance

Good Performance
Poor Performance
except on Trial 1

have trouble with the visual symbolic aspect of television:

Live
Televised

Verbal

Visual

Good Performance
Good Performance

Good Performance
Poor Performance

If 2-year-olds can not use television to reason about current reality:

Verbal

Visual

Live

Good Performance

Good Performance

Televised

Poor Performance

Poor Performance

True pattern of results:
Verbal

Visual

Live

Good Performance

Televised

Poor Performance

Good Performance
Good Performance
except on Trial 2

Figure

5:

Expected Patterns of Results based on Each Explanation
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APPENDIX A

PARENT LETTER
Dear Parents,
Here

at the Child Development program at the University of
Massachusetts, we are
studying very young children’s understanding of what they see on
television. We learned
about the birth of your child from the State birth records, and we are now

writing to you

to describe our project

There

very

and

invite

you and your toddler

to participate.

information available about what 2-year-olds understand from
your child’s involvement in this project would be invaluable. We show
children short televised segments or live events that let them know where to find a toy
a room. We then take the child to the room to see if she or he can find the toy. Each
is

little

television, so

child

and will remain with you at all times. There are no
discomforts or risks involved in this study, and parents and children usually find
is

in

tested individually

interesting

and

fun.

Your

it

child will receive a small toy for participating.

Throughout the test session, your child’s behavior will be videotaped. We will be happy
to show you the videotape after the session and to discuss with you the findings of this
study as well as other studies of children’s television viewing.
Participation in this study involves one visit of approximately 20-30 minutes, to the Child

Study Center,
lot is directly

at

130 Maple Street

in Springfield.

behind the building and the

lot

Free parking

entrance

is

is

on Maple

provided; our parking
Street.

The results of this research could help us to suggest ways to make television programs
more understandable to young children. They may also help us to better understand the
influence of early television viewing.

Our study depends on
if

you

soon

parents’ help and participation, and

we

will be extremely grateful

will be able to help us out. Mrs. Pearlie Pitts, our receptionist, will be calling

to see if you

and your child would

like to help

questions that you might have. However,

if

you

with our project, and to answer any

you would

like to contact us to

leam more

We

have
about our study or to arrange an appointment quickly, please feel free to do so.
very flexible schedules, including weekends, to accommodate the needs of parents.
Please feel free to call Mrs. Pearlie Pitts in Springfield at 734-4909 or Alisha Crawley in
Amherst at 4 1 3-545-4774. Thank you very much for your consideration of our project.

We hope that you will

be interested

in participating.

Sincerely,

Alisha M. Crawley, M.S.

Faculty Sponsor: Dr. Daniel Anderson (545-2069)
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APPENDIX B

CONSENT FORM FOR PARTICIPANTS IN A STUDY OF
CHILDREN’S
UNDERSTANDING OF TELEVISION
This study focuses on
relationship between

how much

young children understand what they see on
are interested in whether children can
understand the
reality and what they see or hear on television.
Since little is known

television. In particular,

we

about what 2-year-olds understand about television,
your child’s participation
study will help advance our understanding of young
children’s

We will

first

show your

child a

room

TV

in this

viewing.

which a toy will be hidden. After that,
one of four possible situations will take place. We might show
your child a televised
picture of the room in which the toy will be hidden. The
relationship between the room
they see on TV and the actual room will be pointed out. Then
we will show your child a
televised segment in which they see a toy hidden in the room.
After watching the
segment, your child will be brought into the room and asked to find the toy.
The second
in

*

possible situation

is similar to the one just described. Your child will
watch an object
being hidden and will then be asked to find the toy in the room. However, in
this case
your child will watch the toy being hidden through a window instead of on TV. A third
possibility is that your child will not watch a toy being hidden. Your child will simply
be

told

where

to find the toy.

The

last possibility is that

TV who will tell your child where to

find the toy. In

finding the toy will be repeated four times.

Your

your child will see somebody on
cases, the sequence of hiding and

all

child will only participate in one of the

four possible situations. The whole testing session will
videotaped.

last

about 30 minutes, and will be

Taken together, these situations allow us to compare performance of children who
watched the event live to those who watched it on TV. It also allows us to compare
performance of children who saw where the toy was hidden to those who only heard
about where it was hidden. This allows us to better understand whether 2-year-olds leam

more from what people say on television or from what they do.
Your child will remain with you throughout the entire session. There is no
discomfort or danger in this study, to either you or your child. There are no direct
benefits from participating in this study, but the results will increase our knowledge of

children’s development and

how they comprehend

confidential and children are identified only by

television. All records are kept

number

rather than

by name.

any point during the
experiment you or your child wish to terminate the session, please let us know. We thank
you for your participation and would be glad to answer any questions you may have now
Participation in this study

is

completely voluntary, and

if at

or following the session.

I

understand the procedure and agree to allow

my child:
(child’s full

to participate.

name)

Date

Parent’s signature
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APPENDIX C
TELEVISION VIEWING QUESTIONNAIRE
Does your

child ever ask to have the television turned on?

YES

NO

Does your

child ever turn

YES

NO

3.

Does your

child change the channel by herself/himself?

YES

NO

6.
4.

Do you own a VCR?

YES

NO

5.

In a typical week, approximately

1

.

2

.

on the television by herself/himself?

how many

hours does your child watch television

and/or videos?

When your child

watches television and/or videos,

how often does

your child watch

attentively?

ALMOST ALWAYS
7.

What

8.

Which

9.

Do you encourage

10.

Do you own

1 1

Do

.

is

MOST OF THE TIME

SOMETIMES NEVER

your child’s favorite program or video?

other programs or videos does your child watch?

your child to watch television or videos?

a video camera?

any close relatives

own

a video camera?

12.

How many hours per month do you use your video camera?

13.

Has your

14.

How often does your child see herself/himself on home video?

NEVER

child ever seen a

RARELY

home video?

OCASSIONALY

70

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

FREQUENTLY(at

least

once/week)
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